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Join Professor Emeritus Jim Runkle and Professor Tom Rooney 
for an afternoon devoted to our amazing campus forest! 
Poster session 
Friday, November 16, 2018 
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Since the late 1960’s, faculty and	students have been	drawn	to	the Wright State University 
Woods as inspiration for artwork, poetry, and other creative	endeavors. 
In 	the 	display 	cases 	by 	101 	Fawcett, is 	an 	exhibition 	of 	artwork 	by 	students 	from 	the 
Department of Art &	Art History. Also	featured, are several pieces by Emeritus Professor 
David	Leach, along with	corresponding poems by Emeriti faculty, David	Garrison	and	David	
Petreman from Modern Languages, and James	Hughes	and Gary	Pacernick	from English. 
Students 
Autumn Bellin Matthew Chamberlain Elaine Cloern 
Julie 	Colston Elizabeth	Dunlap Sarah	Epperson 
Jeremy 	Evans Emily Gastineau Leah Grommin 
Sydney Guido Matthew Helton Emily Lockard 
Kristin Markling Evelyn	Mahrt Adam Mercer 
Adam Redding Nick Stalter Kara	Terry 
Rosa	Tweed Ben	Wetzel Debi Whistler 
Aaron Wilson Micah Zavacky 
Faculty 
David	Leach, Professor Emeritus, Art &	Art History 
Poets 
David	Garrison, Professor Emeritus, Modern	Languages 
James 	Hughes, 	Professor	Emeritus, 	English 
Gary Pacernick, Professor Emeritus, English 







	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 			
	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 		 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
years of vegetation 
change and continuity in 




Emeritus Professor Jim Runkle, “walks” us through his 40-years of observations made on his regular hikes while he was a 
professor of Biology and	still continues to	this today. 
The site of the present campus of Wright State University has undergone several great changes. Vegetation virtually was 
absent during	the	Ice	Ages of several thousand years ago. Forests of different types grew up after the	ice	retreated. Native	
Americans flourished, modifying the vegetation	in	several ways. People from other parts of the world	arrived	and	converted	
much of the landscape to agriculture while using and modifying the remnant forest patches. More recently land has been taken 
out of agriculture	and new forests have	arisen. The	purpose	of the	present paper is to highlight some	of those	more	recent 
changes	beginning shortly	before the campus	was	established. 
Approximately half the woods on	campus were clearly forested	in	the 1940 aerial photograph	taken	by the US Soil and	
Water Division. The period 1900-1940	was when the smallest amount of forest existed in Ohio. Many of the	forest remnants in 
1940, including at WSU, had been continuously forested since before	pioneer settlement. Later aerial photographs show that 
most of the rest of the present woods started after agriculture ceased. One section on the northwest part of the campus started 
growing	as woods in the	1930s. Another section to the	northeast started growing	as woods in about 1960, shortly before the 
campus	was	established in 1964. 
The following description of these different sections of the campus woods and their changes over time come from my 
nearly 40 years of observations (I began	at WSU in	fall of 1979) and	from permanent plots I established	(DeMars and	Runkle 
1992, Runkle et al. 2005). Two sets of permanent plots were established in the older sections of the woods. One permanent plot	
was established in the section that originated as forest in about 1960. These plots were sampled in 1982	(one	of the	old-growth 
plots) and	in	1993, 2000, 2007 and	2014 (all three plots). These plots recorded	woody species and	followed	individuals for 
growth, death, replacement and new establishment. 
The older section of the campus woods fits many of the	criteria	for an eastern old-growth forest given in the	literature	
(Runkle 1996). Its biomass (estimated from tree diameters)	is similar	to that	from other	old-growth remnants. Trees die	
naturally, creating canopy gaps. Coarse woody debris from dead	trees and	fallen	branches is common. Standing dead	trees 
(snags)	are present	and used by many species of	animals and fungi. The woods have a layered appearance with an intermingling 
of very large canopy trees, smaller trees growing into	the canopy, often associated with previous canopy gaps, and many 
seedlings	and saplings	of species	able to tolerate the shade. Tree species	present now are nearly identical to the ones	identified 
in 	the 	land 	surveys 	of 	the 	early 	1800s 	(Gordon 	1969).	Much 	of 	the 	campus 	woods falls into	the Oak-Maple forest type. Today 
sugar maple (Acer saccharum)	is very much the dominant	species. Several oaks also are found on campus and make up a large 
number of the biggest trees: northern	red	oak (Quercus rubra), white oak (Q. alba), chinkapin	oak (Q. muehlenbergii)	and bur	oak 
(Q. macrocarpa). Other	important	taxa include hickories (Carya spp.), ashes	(Fraxinus spp.), elms	(Ulmus spp.), hackberry (Celtis 
occidentalis), wild black cherry (Prunus serotina)	black walnut	(Juglans nigra), sycamore (Platanus occidentalis)	and Ohio buckeye 
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ID 
Ea Red Pine Plantation 1945 lli Abandoned from agricul1ure 1930 
ffl Not known to be cleared D Maintained by burning untll 1975 
!l::'!l Abandoned about 1950 
adapted bv: Caleb Slemmons 2001 
!
l.v 
Despite this continuity in stand structure (biomass and tree size distribution) the old-growth part of the	woods will show 
changes	in the future. One major change also affecting many	other forests	in Ohio and nearby	is	a shift toward more dominance 
by sugar maple and	less by oaks. Oaks on	campus make up	a large fraction	of the largest trees but	very few seedlings or	saplings. 
Forest ecologists still debate	and study the	causes for this shift. One	likely reason is that small, surface	fires used to be fairly 
common when Native Americans	and then pioneers	were dominant influences. These small fires rarely killed large	trees but 
could eliminate seedlings	and small saplings	thus	hurting sugar maple, which relies	on such small stems	for success, and helping 
oaks, which	are more fire tolerant and	can	grow rapidly after fires. Different levels of	grazing animals, especially deer	and 
livestock, 	also 	may 	have 	influenced 	canopy 	composition.	All	else 	being 	equal	over 	the 	next 	century 	or 	two 	oak 	should 	continue to 
decrease and	sugar maple to	increase. 
The younger sections of woods differ from the older sections in	several ways. Although	their biomass is similar to	that of 
the older	woods they are composed of	fewer	very large stems, more intermediate-sized stems	and fewer small stems. They also 
contain much sugar maple, though less	than the older woods. They contain	large amounts of stems that need	more light when	
they are small such as ash, wild black cherry, black walnut, black locust	(Robinia	pseudoacacia), cottonwood (Populus deltoides), 
and redbud (Cercis canadensis). These light-demanding species 	should 	gradually 	decrease in 	importance 	as 	the 	stands 	age 	and 
sugar maple becomes	even more important. 
In 	addition 	to 	the 	broad 	changes 	listed 	above 	for 	both 	older 	and 	younger 	stands 	(decreasing 	light 	demanding 	species,	
increasing 	sugar 	maple), 	several other causes of change	are	to be	found in the	campus woods. Their impact is more	recent and 
still ongoing compared to factors	above such as	fires	and clearing for agriculture with subsequent agricultural abandonment. 
Deer are a major factor influencing the vegetation of	forests throughout	the eastern United States and elsewhere (Cote 
et al. 2004). High deer densities can eliminate	many species. Deer levels in the	campus woods remained low for many years 
maintaining high levels of plant diversity. My recorded	observations of plants and	animals in	the campus woods contain	few 
mentions of deer in the 1980s and 1990s. However, from	about year 2000 deer sightings were much more frequent. Several 
surveys	have found about 15 deer on campus. Deer densities	that high	(about 50/mi2) have been	shown	to	cause species 
impoverishment.	One 	estimate 	of 	their 	impact 	on 	campus 	comes 	from 	my 	records 	teaching 	botany in 	the 	spring 	starting in 	1980.	
I	asked 	students 	to 	recognize 	on 	sight 	about 	50 	species. 	Several	species 	were commonly	seen as	flowers	when I started but 
decreased	over time. My last use of several species known	to	be sensitive to	deer browsing follow: Solomon’s seal (Polygonatum,	
2001), grape hyacinth (Muscari botryoides,	2004),	wild 	hyacinth (Camassia scilloides,	2005),	false 	Solomon’s 	seal (Smilacina,	
2006), puttyroot orchid (Aplectrum hyemale,	2006),	bellwort (Uvularia,	2007),	and 	nodding 	trillium (Trillium flexipes,	2012). 
These species still are present on campus but all require several years of growth to obtain energy reserves sufficient for 




	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
Old growth conditions 




Several oak species Coarse woody debris 	
	
Old woods New woods 	
Amur honeysuckle (Lonicera maackii)	is an invasive species that	is one of	the top concerns for	park managers in our	part	
of the country. It has been	shown	to	inhibit herbaceous species and	woody seedlings. It has been	removed	sporadically from 
parts of the campus woods but still is widespread	and	dense in	many places. It is less common	in	the older woods than	in	the 
younger woods, where it can become so dense that few other species can grow with it. Some	studies elsewhere	have	found that 
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Trillium flexipes 2012 but 
Aplectrum 2006 greatly reduced in numbers 
Muscari botryoides 2004 	
On campus we also have an invasive herbaceous species, garlic mustard (Alliaria petiolata). This species also is a 
widespread concern of park managers. When I first came to campus it periodically would become dense enough to likely inhibit 
other species. In	1987 it was the most frequently occurring herbaceous species	in the campus	woods	(DeMars	and Runkle 1992). 
However, for the last 15 or more years it has been found only at low densities. A leaf wilt (fungus) studied by Don Cipollini is 





	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
		
	
The emerald ash borer arrived on campus about 2012. Here, as elsewhere, it is in the	process of removing	ash from the	
forest. Except	for	a few large trees that	have been treated by the campus groundskeepers, intermediate and large trees are dead 
or dying. Many seedlings are present but most	or	all may die as they reach a size sufficient	for	the borer. Because ash was an 
important 	genus in 	both 	older 	and 	younger 	woods 	its 	death 	and 	replacement 	will	continue 	to 	affect 	the 	vegetation 	for a 	long 
time. Long-term prospects for	ash are poor. One possible positive scenario	would	be for borers to	drop	to	very low levels once 
most ash are gone and then waste their reproductive efforts on the few treated ash until they are locally extirpated. Once they 
are	gone	reproduction by the	surviving, treated trees may allow a	partial recovery. 
A	short-term but	dramatic change occurred in a small section of	the woods just	upstream from the retaining dam. In 
2013	beaver-gnawed stems were	found in the	area. Although the	beaver(s) apparently	left within a	year that time was long 






	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	






	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	













As should	be obvious from the above the campus woods have proved	to	be continuously changing in	many ways while 
staying intact and familiar in other ways. Continued long-term studies will help identify future changes and their	impacts on the 
forest	as a whole. 
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presentation vas a his orical review of research involved vilh my completion ol the degree 
of Master of Science in 974. Colly Creek was tho name giv n to the small stream thal llows 
through th woods of tho WSU campus. This presentation included photos of tho woods and 
stream that wor ta n a that time, along w· h tho research that was done o bolt r dot rmine 
tho effects of a fuel oil spil that occurred in Colly Creek. 
The effects of a discharge of #2 fuel oil on the benthos of a small stream were studied 
for a period of six months between March 1973 and September 1973 Leakage of the 
oil occurred continuously at approximately 350 liters of oil per day for a period of 55 
days immediately prior to the investigation. Six stations were established over a 600 
meter sechon of the small stream which dlrectJy received the oil from the storm sewer 
system of a building complex. Field collections were obtained through the use of 
modified multiple-plate samplers. Two samplers were placed at each station and 
through the use of al ternating collecting methods; data was obtained every two weeks. 
In lab the samplers were dismantled and organisms 1den1Jfied, counted and utilized in 
measurement of species diversi ty. 
Most abundant organisms were of the fami lies Tubific-idae, Asellidae, and Tendipedidae. 
Resultant values of diversity ranged from Oto 2.49 according to location below outfall 
and dale of collection. Benthic fauna were inhibited severely throughout the midsection 
of the test area, while some repopulating species were observed in both upstream and 
downstream extremities. Progression of the repopulating species was recorded and 
provided information as to the toxic duration of the oil and direction of benthic 
movement. 
This Th sis can b found in the archives of tho WSU Library und r tho tide: 
Roeth, Keith L B.S.Ed., Department of Biological Sciences, Wright State University, 
1974. An Analysis of Benthic- Community Recovery from the Effects of a Fuel 011 Spill. 
The	Story	of Colly	Creek 
Wright 	State	University 	Campus, 	Spring	and 	Summer	of	1973 
Keith	Roeth, 	(MS	Biology	1974)		
Wood decay in the Wright State woods
Michaela J. Woods, Department of Biological Sciences 
Dr. Megan A. Rúa, Department of Biological Sciences
Global climate change induced by anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions is a leading concern for current and future stability of
ecosystem processes. A small portion of non-anthropogenic atmospheric carbon dioxide is released by insects and soil 
microorganisms through decomposition, which releases stored organic carbon via the breakdown of plant material. Fungi within 
the soil break down plant material by releasing extracellular enzymes. The chemistry of decaying leaf litter or wood within
forested ecosystems can alter fungal functionality, as can the living plant and animal communities within the environment. In the
Wright State woods, there is a dense invasion of Lonicera maackii (Amur honeysuckle) which can greatly alter nutrient dynamics
in the soil and understory. We monitored decomposition of angiosperm wood, Quercus rubra (red oak), in comparison to a
gymnosperm wood, Pinus radiata (Monterrey pine), in the Wright State woods to determine drivers of decay for coarse woody
debris in a temperate Midwestern forest. I conducted a standard litter bag experiment and let wood decay for one year while
monitoring canopy coverage. Wooden blocks were placed along two transects, one with larger and more abundant honeysuckle
than the other.  After one year, I measured mass loss, moisture, and enzyme activities of beta glucosidase and leucine 
aminopeptidase activities. Moisture and wood species were the strongest drivers of decay. Oak wood had a faster decay rate than
pine wood and both species had increased decay rates with increased moisture. Decay rates were not directly influenced by 
honeysuckle size or abundance, insect presence, or canopy coverage. Pine wood had greater enzymatic activity than oak, but oak 
wood decayed at a faster rate. Taken together, decomposition, and therefore carbon emission, was largely driven by wood species
and moisture and can be predicted by enzymatic activities. Therefore, we can use these enzymes to estimate carbon emissions from








    
 
 
               
             
                
                   
                
                  
                 
                      
            
             
              
   
                 
    
             
     
           
     
 
 
               
                 
              
              
                  
                    
          
                
     
    
    
         
egradation of Old Growth Forests and Its Impact on Avian Communities 
Hosanna Loreaux 
WSU Woods Symposium Abstract 
Primruy forests are essential to maintaining high biodiversity of avian species. 
However, seconda1y forests cunently make up a large proportion of forest habitat around 
the U.S as a result of logging ru1d urban development. In pa1ticular, Wright State 
University Woods contains approximately l00ha of seini-continuous forest. It consists of 
prima1y old growth, 85yrs old seconda1y growth, 65yrs old seconda1y growili, and 40yrs 
old seconda1y growth forest. The Wright State Woods was surveyed for aviru1 fatma to 
analyze species diversity and community composition between old growth and new 
growth forest stru1ds to dete1mine relative habitat imp01tance. I did not find differences in 
avian abtmdance, species richness, or diversity between old growili and new growth 
stands. However, the old growth forest contained a higher community composition, 
providing habitat for specialist species such as the Brown Creeper and Golden-crowned 
Kinglet. These results demonstrate the impo1tance of old growth forest stru1ds for 
avifatma and provoke fmther investigation into the role of secondruy forests in avian 
recove1y from habitat loss. 
Impacts of Lonicera maackii and emerald ash borer on fungal driven decomposition in Midwestern 
forests
Adam Reed, Megan Rúa
Introduction
The Wright State University (WSU) woods is currently experiencing two major changes that are altering species
composition. These changes are the invasions of Amur honeysuckle (Lonicera maackii) and of the emerald ash borer (EAB,
Agrilus planipennis). Honeysuckle is a highly successful understory species that drastically reduces overall plant species richness
with its primary impact on native shrubs and saplings. Honeysuckle reduces species richness by limiting space and by reducing
nutrients, light and water availability (Arthur et al. 2012). EAB is an invasive pest that targets ash trees (Fraxius spp.) and has 
considerably decreased the abundance of ash trees of all species (Lovett et al. 2006). In the WSU woods, there are a few remaining
white ash (F. americana) and green ash (F. pennsylvanica) saplings, but primarily blue ash trees (F. quadrangulata) remain.
However, their abundance is much, much lower compared to pre-EAB infestation. The loss of ash species has led to an increase in
canopy gaps within the woods that allow there to be a higher amount of light available. Honeysuckle is primarily an edge species, 
due to needing high amounts of light, but is moving further into the forest as a result of the increase in canopy gaps. While much is
known about how these two invasive species alter native plant composition, little is known about their belowground impacts to 
nutrient cycling.
Nutrient cycling is the change of inorganic matter into organic matter, which facilitates new and continued growth within
the forest. One of the major contributors to nutrient cycling in forests is decomposition. Decomposition is the breakdown of
complex organic carbon material (such as lignin) into simple inorganic material. By losing a prominent tree species and gaining an 
invasive understory species, decomposition, and thus nutrient cycling, will likely be altered. To understand these changes, I
performed a culture based decomposition experiment using leaf litter from key plant species and using common fungi that are
present in the WSU woods.
Methods
I collected leaves from eight focal species of trees and shrubs in the WSU woods during Fall 2017. These species 
included maple (Acer spp.), oak (Quercus spp.), white ash, black ash (F. nigra), green ash, blue ash, spicebush (Lindera. benzoin), 
and honeysuckle. I also collected fungi from the woods representing three different functional guilds: brown rot (Mycena
galericulata), ectomycorrhizal (Amanita parcivolvata) and white rot (Schizophyllum commune) on 14 August 2017, 5 July 2017,
and 6 September 2017 respectively. Both white rot and brown rot fungi are saprotrophic fungi, meaning they primarily decompose
fallen branches, leaves and trees. Ectomycorrhizal fungi can be saprotrophic, but can also live symbiotically with its host so it is
not as good as breaking down dead plant material like both types of rots.
To better understand how changes in the leaf litter will affect fungal driven decomposition, I performed a monoculture
and a dilution decomposition experiment. For the monoculture experiment, or single species, I combined 1 g of leaves and multiple
fungal plugs into separate sets (1 plant species got each fungal guild for 3 sets per plant species). For the dilution experiment, or
mixture of two species, I combined 0.5 g honeysuckle with 0.5 g of maple, oak and spicebush for three different sets (all with each
type of fungi) for each dilution culture. To monitor how much fungus grew throughout the 100 day incubation period, I measured 
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Results/Discussion
Hyphal growth can be a function of the type of fungal guild and the carbon/nitrogen ratio of the leaf. Leaves that have a
higher carbon and lower nitrogen are recalcitrant and are harder to break down, but leaves that have lower carbon and higher
nitrogen are labile, which decompose quicker. Additionally, brown rot fungi can decompose labile litter quicker than white rot
fungi and white rot fungi can decompose recalcitrant litter quicker than brown rot fungi (Baldrian 2009; Bödeker et al. 2016). In
my experiment, brown rot fungi grew the fastest on labile litter and white rot fungi grew the fastest on recalcitrant litter with
ectomycorrhizal fungi growing the slowest overall since it is not a primary decomposer (Figure 1). Brown rot had the fastest
overall growth rate (Figure 1).
Of my selected plant species, only oak and spicebush have recalcitrant leaves and decomposed slower than most other
plant species, while honeysuckle had the most labile leaves and decomposed the quickest (Figure 2). Other than honeysuckle, all
other monocultures had a slower decay rate than the dilution cultures. This is expected since the dilution cultures are a
combination of a highly labile and a recalcitrant or less labile leaves. Leaf litter from invasive species has a much faster decay rate
than native plant species due to having higher amounts of nitrogen (Arthur et al. 2012). Ash trees have the second most labile
leaves behind honeysuckle and were shown to decompose the second quickest of the monocultures in my experiment. These decay
rates show similarity to known decay rates for all except that maple should have decayed quicker than both oak and spicebush
since maple has more labile leaf litter.
Figure 1. Average Hyphal growth rates (mm/day) throughout the 100 day experiment by each type of fungal guild.
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Foraging habitat selection of bats at a forest-urban interface in Dayton, OH
Molly	Simonis1*, Volker Bahn1 
1Wright	State 	University Department of Biological	Sciences,	Dayton,	OH 45435 
North America’s temperate bats provide ecosystem services such as insect control. With imminent threats to these ecologically	
important 	mammals 	(e.g.	habitat 	loss, 	wind 	turbines, 	disease, 	etc.), 	proper 	conservation 	management 	requires 	detailed 
knowledge of their habitat use. In 2000, two female Myotis sodalis were radio-tagged to a maternal roost	in Wright	State 
University’s (WSU) urban campus woods post-capture. Emergent surveys were also performed in Summer 2015	on a	small 
portion	of the property, and	until recently, additional monitoring was not implemented. Each bat species in Ohio is state and/or 
federally listed; thus, surveying	all bat activity	is critical for determining	baseline habitat use and establishing	conservation 
management strategies. We hypothesized 1) bats selection of primary forests over secondary forest for foraging 2) stronger 
selection for riparian areas	than	interior or edge habitats, and	3) greater bat activity in	areas with	artificial lighting since bats 
were recorded emerging and foraging in a highly lit area in 2015. We implemented walking bat acoustic routes throughout the 
study site in Summer 2017. We then created generalized linear models and determined resource selection probabilities from the 
model best fit for foraging habitat selection. Artificial lighting did not influence foraging selection. Eptesicus fuscus selected 
foraging habitats in secondary forest overall, with	the strongest selection	along secondary edge habitats (wse=0.64, SE=0.09). 
Lasiurus borealis selected foraging habitats	in secondary forests, with the strongest selection in secondary riparian habitats	
(wsr=1.00, SE=0.00). Lasiurus	cinereus selected comparable foraging habitats	in primary and secondary forests	along edges	and 
interiors (wpe=0.50, SE=0.07; wse=0.58, SE=0.18; wpi=0.21, SE=0.11; wsi=0.18, SE=0.08), but preferred riparian habitats in 
secondary forest (wsr=0.31, SE=1121.81).	Lasionycteris noctivagans showed stronger selection for edges	and interiors	in primary 
forests (wpe=0.46, SE=0.03; wpi=0.42, SE=0.06), but selected riparian habitats in secondary forest (wsr=1.00, SE=0.00). Similarly, 
Myotis spp. selected edges	and interiors in	primary forests (wpe=0.42, SE=0.17wpi=0.51, SE=0.16), and had strongest foraging 
selection in secondary riparian habitats	(wsr=1.00, SE=0.00). Overall, only the selection of edge habitats in primary and secondary 
forests was somewhat	consistent among	species, while	variation was large	among	interior and riparian habitats. Our best fit 
model does not support any posed hypothesis, but our presence data will be useful as a baseline and for continued acoustic 










s on the Occasion of the Woods Symposium 
November 16, 2018 
Wright State University 
As I considered my contribution to this event, three observations struck me about plants 
in general, and trees in particular. 
One: 
Photosynthesis is a remarkably complex process, but it developed at almost the beginning 
of life on ea1th. It has been a feature of this planet for three-quarters of its 4 .6 billion year 
histo1y. It has shaped the development of life, of course, but it has also shaped the planet 
by altering the atmosphere, cooling the smface temperature, and changing the chemistiy 
of both land and sea. This process is astoundingly useful because it converts sunlight into 
food. At heart, we eat sunlight. 
Two: 
Plants are not as passive as they appear. Many have developed sti·ategies to repel other 
plants, to share resources, and to shelter offspring. These behaviors can be seen as 
mechanistic processes selected for efficiency. But it is also possible to imagine them as a 
collective intelligence. They define an awareness of the self that falls well below om own 
consciousness but ce1tainly represent the rudiments of intention. Even so, these actions 
are exceedingly gentle. They suggest an intelligence based principally on confonning to 
changes rather than attempting to direct them. If plants have a philosophy, it seems to 
align with the concepts of Tao. 
Three : 
Compared to humans, ti·ees are not tens to hundreds of times larger or smaller, but are 
roughly the same scale. In this way, they stand out from most living things, and also from 
other featmes of landscapes, both natural -- mountains, rivers -- and created -- buildings, 
bridges. Also like humans, trees congregate. But om memorable interactions are with 
individuals. All these things help make those trees we know, as much our neighbors as 
the people next door. 
I take the title of my poem from another by Mark Strnnd called "Keeping Things Whole, " 
which has these lines: "Wherever I am I I am what is missing. " 
And so my poem: What is Missing: 









t Is Missing 
Wherever I am 
I am whaJ is missing. 
- Mark Strn1d 
from Kuping Things Wllolt 
I shouldn' t call these toes, but they sqtrish thsough mud, 
A:re happiest in loam, curl around rock. 
Roots reach down, but for standing not stepping. 
Lapping sustenance, I drink - - with my feet? 
My bearing begins here: tnuJk or bole -
This is my core, upright but DOI rigid. 
Cut me here and I bleed, and heal, making 
Scars,. like tattoos but with better stories. 
I cou1d tell you it 's cold without cover 
But I don't notice -- there's more to feel. 
And, past a certain age, vanity slips, 
So long as the light is not too harsh. 
These are my clever bones, limbs that are joined 
But no t jointed. They go both ways: branching 
Out, linking back; conducting from without, 
From within. I fill the space that I touch. 
Dancing is my joy. Thsough barren months, 
I praotice - subdued sway, abbreviated 
Bend - skeletal gestmes canying less 
Than full weight. But abandon is to come. 
And here come my hands -- palm out, opening. 
Leaves defme my fnrthest extent into air. 
This is how I touch. This is how I breathe. 
You carmot intagine that first full breath. 
Now I can work. Flush ·with water, tickled 
With air, my hope is to inhale sunlight. 
I make myself from long days and sweet breezes. 
Who could believe magic lovely as this? 
I like 1he year's rhythm - waiting, dancing, 
Breathing, making. I watch more than I do. 
But you'd be wrong to count me lifeless: 
I hold. emotions in each of my hands. 




WSU woods characteristics and history
Dr. James Runkle 
Wright State University, Department of Biological Sciences, Dayton, Ohio, USA. 
Email: James.Runkle@wright.edu
WSU woods time line 
12,000 BC Pleistocene glaciers
1802 Israel Ludlow survey & witness trees
1803 Ohio became a state 
1800s Forests went from about 100% to 14% of Ohio’s land (recovered in late 1900s to nearly 30%)
1800s Decrease in fires set by Native Americans and probably settlers causing shifts in species composition
1830 Cemetery (now called the Rockafield cemetery) established
1850 Owners of present campus. Wm. Patton, John Rockafield (largest part of campus), H. Warner, John McDermot, John Kneisly, 
John Barr, Sam Miller, David Bates
1860 Some agricultural uses of campus area: horses, cows, sheep, pigs, wheat, rye, corn, oats, hay, potatoes, sweet potatoes, honey, 
orchard, “unimproved” (i.e. wooded)
1870 Some owners of present campus: Joseph Harshman, Isaac Mays (largest part of campus), H. Warner, John Welsh, Wm. Horris, 
John Barr, Sam Miller, Sam Hower
1940 Approximate land abandonment of part of campus (northwest), beginning of those woods
1944 Start of Skyway Park, low-rent housing where lower lots now are The climate of the WSU woods is seasonal temperate: 
1960 Approximate land abandonment of another part of campus (northeast), beginning of those woods precipitation nearly constant through the year though
1964 WSU campus started, partly on land from Miami Conservancy District. Allyn Hall. temperature (and evaporation) are strongly seasonal.
1966-1973 President Golding Plants and animals are strongly influenced by this
1960s-70s Construction of trails in woods patte
The campus has a strong topographic
gradient from the high area near most of the
buildings to the lower north end near
Kauf 
creeks, which usually have water
throughout the year. 
shows recognized soil types, most
influenced by slope and distance between
higher areas and the creeks. 
rn. Trees are in leaf less than half the year (about 
1967 WSU independent 5 months). Herbaceous plants in the woods have to
1969 Rockafield house built as home for WSU Presidents (used as such thru 2012) flower in the spring before the trees leaf out. Animals 
1971 Biology Preserve established migrate, hibernate or search for food during the
1972 Campus ministries building (not technically on campus property) winter. 
1973-1985 President Kegerreis
1979 Garden of the Senses 
1985-1994 President Mulhollan 
1986 The Woods apts; walkway over a large patch of prairie-dock
1987 Mini U 
1987 Construction of Rt 444-A, mostly over old-fields
1989 Nutter Center (replaced horse pasture; some damage to woods edge); also its associated pond
1994-1998 President Flack 
1996 Breeding pair of scarlet tanagers on campus (this species is considered threatened; it needs old woods)
1998-2006 President Goldenberg
2001 Indiana bats (federally endangered) found on campus
2005 Setzer Pavilion (some damage to woods edge)
2007-2017 President Hopkins
2012 Pine stand eliminated 
2012 Emerald ash borer found on campus
2013 Beaver noted on campus
2017 15-acre conservation easement created in part of campus woods
2017+ President Schrader 
The campus falls into the oak-sugar maple forest type in Ohio (above, left). This forest type is intermediate 
between drier, upland areas dominated by oaks and lower and/or wetter areas dominated by sugar maple and 
beech. We have a few beech on campus but none in the main wooded section. 
Looking more closely (above, middle) we can see that the campus woods follows the slope that marks the
transition between the oak-dominated uplands of what is now Fairborn and Beavercreek and the wetter area
near the Mad River. 
Historically, Ohio went from nearly all forest in 1800 to almost all farmland and logged land in 1900.  A 
scattering of woodlots was retained for useful wood products (timber, firewood, grazing land). Most woods 
remaining in 1940, as in the area to become WSU, were these remnant forests, never cleared but probably 
used in more-or-less sustainable ways. If grazing was not too intense these areas, like WSU, may have a good
diversity of herbaceous and woody species. WSU, like much of the state saw a doubling of forest land as 






       
 
      
   
   
   
            
         
     
             
       
                  
     
                 
       
          
         
           
         
  
    
   
         
  
     
  
   
	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	





	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	
Highlights from the poster are presented below.
Table 1. WSU woods time line
12,000 BC Pleistocene glaciers
1802 Israel Ludlow survey identifying witness trees used to reconstruct vegetation of that time
1803 Ohio became a state
1800s Forests went from about 100% to 14% of Ohio’s land (recovered in late 1900s to nearly 30%)
1800s Decrease in fires set by Native Americans and probably settlers caused shifts in species composition
1830 Cemetery on campus (now called the Rockafield cemetery) established
1850 Owners of present campus. Wm. Patton, John Rockafield (largest part of campus), H. Warner, John McDermot, John 
Kneisly, John Barr, Sam Miller, David Bates
1860 Some agricultural uses of campus area: horses, cows, sheep, pigs, wheat, rye, corn, oats, hay, potatoes, sweet potatoes,
honey, orchard, “unimproved” (i.e. wooded)
1870 Some owners of present campus: Joseph Harshman, Isaac Mays (largest part of campus), H. Warner, John Welsh, Wm.
Horris, John Barr, Sam Miller, Sam Hower
1935 Approximate land abandonment of part of campus (northwest), beginning of those woods
1944 Start of Skyway Park, low-rent housing where lower lots now are
1960 Approximate land abandonment of another part of campus (northeast), beginning of those woods
1964 WSU campus started, partly on land from Miami Conservancy District. First building is Allyn Hall.
1966-1973 President Golding
1960s-70s Construction of trails in woods
1967 WSU independent
1969 Rockafield house built as home for WSU Presidents (used as such thru 2012)
1971 Biology Preserve established
1972 Campus ministries building (not technically on campus property)
1973-1985 President Kegerreis
1979 Garden of the Senses
1985-1994	President Mulhollan 
1986	The Woods apts; walkway over a large patch	of prairie-dock 
1987	Mini U 
1987	Construction of Rt 444-A, mostly over old fields 
1989	Nutter Center (replaced	horse pasture; some damage to	woods edge); also	its associated	pond.	This 	construction 
ended the	on-campus	presence of a riding club and the use of the woods	trails	by horse riders. 
1994-1998	President Flack 
1996	Breeding pair of scarlet tanagers on campus (this species is considered	threatened; it needs old	woods) 
1998-2006	President Goldenberg 
2001	Indiana bats (federally endangered) found	on campus 
2005	Setzer Pavilion (some damage to	woods edge) 
2007-2017	President Hopkins 
2012	Pine stand	eliminated 
2012	Emerald	ash	borer found	on campus 
2013	Beaver noted	on campus 
2017	15-acre conservation easement created in part of campus woods
2017+	President Schrader 
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Figure 4. Vegetation at the same location throughout the year (monthly in 1985). 
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A	collection of things that might be of interest 
Keith Roeth brought along the collection of invertebrates from his MS thesis.
A	new species of Caenorhabditis	from	the	Wright 	State	Woods 
Scott Baird, Department of Biological Sciences
A new nematode species, Caenorhabditis species f, has been found in rotting walnuts at several locations in the Wright State
University Woods. Morphological characters place this species within the Elegans-Group of Caenorhabditis. C. sp f females and
males are approximately 2,900 and 2,100 µm long, respectively. This is more than twice the length of most other Caenorhabditis
species. Of described species, only C. inopinata approaches 2 mm in length. C. sp f and C. inopinata differ in several





Selection	of	sample 	sites	for 	water 	quality	investigation	in	the	Wright	State	Woods 		
	
Baxter	 Foskuhl, 	Ankita	Gurav, 	Clark 	Jarnagin, 	Douglas 	Marshal, 	Lee 	Raska, 	Audrey 	McGowin 		
	
A	campus	map 	was	used 	to 	select	 sites	along 	Colly 	Creek 	through 	the 	woods	and 	along 	a 	nameless	 creek	 that	 passes	 by	 campus	
housing	 and 	the	honors	 dormitory.		Both 	creeks 	emerge 	from 	campus 	along 	Kauffman 	Avenue.		The	 following	 table	 lists	 samples	 
sites	by	 code,	 description	 of	 site,	 and	 GPS	location.	 		
	
	 	
Source	 Sample	 Code	 and 	Description 	 GPS	 Location 	
	 	 	
Surface	 water	 RWD 	 Downstream 	of	 retaining	 wall,	 900	 ft.	 elev.	 39°	 46’	49” 	N,	84°	 3’	29 ” W	 
	 	 	 		
Surface	 water	 FAB2 	 Fine	 Arts	 Building	upstream,	 870	ft.	 elev.	 39°	47’	7” 	N,	84°	 2’	57” W	 
	 	 	
Surface	 water	 FAB1 	 Fine	 Arts	 Building	downstream 	 	39°	 47’	14” 	N,	84°	 3’17” W	 
	 	 		
Surface	 water	 OTF14	 Outfall	 14	 at	 Kauffman	 Ave,	 820	 ft.	 elevation	 39°	 47’	26” 	N,	84°	 3’10” W	 
	 	 		
Surface	 water	 NCPO 	 Nutter	 Center	 Pond	 outflow 		 39°	 47’	3” 	N,	84°	 3’	5” W	 
	 	 	
Surface	 water	 PRPL	 Prairie	 Planting	 by	 Nutter	 Center,	 840	ft.	 elev.	 39°	 47’	25” 	N,	84°	 2’	32” W	 
	 	 				
Surface	 water	 LOT4	 Stream 	by	Lot	 4 	 39°	 46’	45” 	N,	84°	 4’	8” W	 
	 	 	
Surface	 water	 HH	 Stream 	across	 from 	the	 Honors	 Hall	 39°	 47’	10” 	N,	84°	 3’	59” W	 
	 	 	










Water Quality in the Woods Based on 
Total Suspended Solids 
Ankita Gurav, Cla,k Jarna8in, Oouglas Mc1rshall, tee Raska, 
Saxter Foskuhl, Audrey McGowin 
Depanment of Chem istry, WSU 
Turbidity rl!fers to clo1,1diness of water Turbidity has no health effects, 
but can interfere w,th d,s,nfectlon 1md provide a medium for microbial 1rowth. Results and Discussion 
Turbid,i,, may Indicate the presence of disease-causing organisms including High TSS ,;an be attributed to factors such IS flow rate, storms and ra,ns, 
bacteria, viruses, and parasites. !II Turbidity In w,1ter is caused by S1Jspended surface runoff, effluent from trutment plants, soil trosion aod decay1n, 
matter such as clay, silt, and organic matter and by plankton and other organic matter 
microscopic orsanisms that Interfere with the passage of hght 1hrough the 
Slight rain wu experienced before samphl\ll day o«ober 29, 2018 wh,ch water (Americ.m J>ublk Hnlth Association, 1998). As the amount of light 
resulted inthehlghervatuesofTSSobsen,edinFig 1 
passing through the water Is reduced, photosyntt\esis slows down. Reduced 
rates of photosynthesis causes less dissolved OK)'gen to be relused Into the This can be further e~pl.J1ned as ra,ns increase rhe amount of rul'IQff into the 
water by plants. If light is completely blocked from bottom dwelfing plants, the streams car~ing along with rt ~spended particles from soil and land 
plants w,11 stop producing o,cygen and w,11 die. As the plants are decomposed, 
The sudden spikt in TSS with s,te NCPO is due to the fact that tht site lies on 
bactena w,1/ use up even more o.icygen from the water . Low dissolved oKygen 
another stream which then joins the streams with other sites. 
can lead to fish kilts. High TSS can also cause ;in increase in surface water 
temperature, beCfuse the suspended ~rticles absorb heat from sunlight. This As w e compare the over;,11 dat;, and move a Ions upstream to downstream, we 
can uuse dissolved o,cygen levels 10 fall even further {because warmer w aters can see that the TSS ultimately reduces at s,te OTF14. Thus, w e c.in d~uce 
11 that the Woods help improvins water quality naturally liltenna: can hold less DO). ' Turbidity is closely related to total suspended solids (TSS), by the 
suspended solids found in Its streams. but also includes pl;inUon ind other organisms. The suspended or colloidal 
particles, commonly referred to as total suspended solids (TSSJ. are all the Currently, ne,ther US EPA nor the state has any set standards for TSS in water 
::;1remely sm all suspended solids In water which will not settle out by gr,vity bodies however, limit of 5 NTU (nephelometric turb1d,1y units) has bffl'I set by 
EPA for systems using surface water under the "Surface Water Treatment 
Ru1t•.Ul 
Picture showing srtes OTF14 and NCPO on the two wmphng days. 
Conclusions 
The Woods water streams sttm to resulue suspended sol,ds to some e,rtent 
Methods flt: 1. TSS for wsu u the TSS are found to be quant,tatr,,ely low at OTF14 which was the Woods Streams 
commencing site Up5trum todownnre«n 
Unlike Turbidity, measurement of Total Suspernled Solids gives actual weight 
Although the water in the WSU woods streams Ire low in TSS as comp;ir~ to 
of particulate matter in milligrams per volume of water sample 
t he drinkins water limlts of SOO mg/L set by the EPA. they st1U carry alons 
This Is obtained by filtering the sample (usually a hter or less if the particulaie -,11 m1Cro-org1nisms 1nd JNrticutatt mailer and can be probable cauk!S for 
density Is high or more than a Mre for clearer samples) using a pre-weighed dist1ses 
filter 
........ ,.oqo.""'°"""'""" .. 
The filter was washed wnh deioniled water to eliminate the dissolved particles II I.I II II 11 I.I 
present therewith which would Interfere with the weight of TSS After UIOO UOO •ioJ HM Jl>'i UM OMO 
filtering, the fitters were dried at 105 •c to remove alt water before ~ ng 
weighed again 
The gain in weight is noted as t he weight of suspended solids in units of mg/L 
A 42.S,mm diameter Glass microfiber filter was used for the filter ing, pore size f'C 1. The graph above shows TSSdlll collected for the WSU Woods streams References 
1.Sµm 
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f, coli Levels IQ the WSU Woods Streams Autumn 2018 
~Nll<rto G...o~, Oo.'9Mq,i1K,j ltt ltos.l.o, llo.<W f(»ko,il/ol>/JAIJdrr,MrG<lw"' 
Drpon......,1of~m1my, Wf'l9/II S/orrUNl<t'tS!fy. J6-W COIMtl~ Hwy. OH~5'J5 
DlKUHI n 
The w ater sIreams surrounding Wright State University that flow Flsure ~ presents the data that has been obt~ined accordins to 
through the Woods has had very tittle chemical study conducted fn the £. col/ sample plates as seen In pictures section, In ,tdd,t.on, from 
recent years. Therefore, several excursions were conducted 10 gather the left to right the bar graph shows the three streams that were 
quantitative data to determine the overall water quality of the Woods' examined between September 17•~ and Oct ober 29"' Stream l (UNCP. 
water. During these e~cursions, £. Co/idata samples were gathered NCPO, PRPL) Slream 2 (RW D, FAB2, FABl, OTF14), and Stream 3 fLOT4. 
and counted according to the Wright State University environmental KA). In o rderto put this information in perspective, three target values 
chemistry SOP were added to the graph to show the Ideal limits for potable watitr, 
E. coli or EJCherichia coli ls a bacterium of the genus Escherichia primary contact, and secondary contact. 
that Is moi.t often found in the Intestines of warm-blooded mammals. 
The £. a;li was plated immediately after gathering, allowed time 
Generally speaking this bacterium is transmitted Into the water through to colonfze (48 hours), and then counted. Any plates that had more 
animal waste but the levels at which they are suspended in water are than 8000colonles per 100 ml have been deemed "Too Many to 
most significantly dependent on water temperature and precipitat ion Count" (TMTCI and represented the maximum value for Figure t . This 
Although generally benign, some strains of this bacteria can caus~ decision was made because at these levels off. co/1 11 can be safely 
symptoms akin to severe food poisoning particularly in small children assumed that the water is potentially harmful to human health and 
and the elderly. Safety standards have been enacted to prevent over should be av::iided ii at atl posslble 
exposure and educate the publ ic on which bodies of water are and are 
not safe for drinking or recreation 
Conclu ion 
Figure 1, £. coli colony count per 100 ml for all sample sites for each 
As can be clearly seen from Figure l the £. coli levets acrou the 
day compared to the safety standards of the Ohio EPA for drinkable 
Wright Stale Wood~ vary 111~<1tly <111<.l 1~<1ch their zenith lit the Nutter 
water, primary, and secondary contact 
Center Outfall on September the 17'" . However, across the ent ire 
Methods and S.O.P. 
Woods it can be seen that the E. coli levels reach a maximum on 
The two_ sta_ges of E. coli analysis coni.isted of sample gathering and £. 5eptember 11t11 and seem to taper off towards the final day of 
ol/ plating 1mmed1ately a~er collection, according to standard sampling. 
perating procedure (SOP) 6.3 
These results are consistent with observatio ns the research team 
Sample Gathering made early en during the sampling phase. f . coli levels peak after 
Photograph5 of the Sample Sites and£. coif Plates heavy rainfall due to runoff coming from the Woods which is likely a • .6.qu~ous sam_ples were collected from the same sample sites 
product of animal waste from local wildlife. Although these levels are confirmed usmg GPS signals at specific sites over three 
clearly high when compared to primary, secondary and especially sample days while recording qualitative observations 
potable water use, it is fairly Innocuous from an environmental 
• Samples were gathered directly in 125 ml polypropylene 
standpoint. 
bottles by hand using proper PPE 10 prevent both 
contamination and exposure 
E. Coli Pla11ng: 
• The samples were removed via micropipette and 1 mL was 
adm1mi.tered onto 3M Petrifilm sample plates 
3M Petri film contains an agar solution containing rich 
nultrients for f . coli and dye used to detect and promote 
to ony growth as well as a clear screen to trap gas bubbles 
CltatlOM 
Forty-eight hours after inoculation and incubation at 370 C 
the£. coli colonies were counted based on the presence of 1.J lmplem! nlation of Escherichia coli E.coli Water Quahtv (n.d.). 
:;:~eb:~:a~::,:ts and trapped gas bubbles on the surface Retrieved 14ovember 14, 2018, from 
https://www.epa.ohio.gov/Portals/35/permits/ecoll ­
lmplementation.pdf 
2.) Standard Operating Procedure (6.3) E. coli and Coliform 
Enumerati:>n of Water Samples, Oct 2Slf> 2011. Russel. M. Cooke, H. and 
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11 ll [} 
Introduction 
The- woods and strums sunoulldin& Wri&hl 
State Uni,·nsil) ·s campus ha,c aone l~I) 
unsrudic'd for• nurnbttof,cv,., and Unisl} became 
tht (OCU$ oflht 2018 Fall counc CIIM 4020 ,.ilh l)lt;;cuti~ion 
Or. Audl'C) McGo,.in. To1C1:nSlhthcalthand 1+.lthou&hochcrdatacomponc,111-.mcollt-cwd1-
condition of the t"'o major stttams. • number of thc site~ data J)f"cnted ht-re~ to beet. ... dat,, ICU and $ffllplcs l',"('r'C !al.en bcl\\N'tl di,CDCand~incntl0H)CSSinastramhuldl.F.-1 Scp1~bcr 17and0cmbcr29, 2018. D1t1wu shows the ammonium COOCffitn1uon b) sltt Ind ,..,_pie di!). collected using a mobile s.amplin1 probe and Ffgurt I Ammomum oonccnlnltlOl'I Figure 2 Ammonia cont'Cntro1ion (ma/L) at and lndk1te1 that NCPO hid the hiahnt «incentnt.-included pl!, water tcmpcT,111.lf'C (C'"). pn-ssun: (mg/1.) II Slttam SIIU by sample day stream sites b) sample day 
(mm Hg), lpt'Cific c:ondu.:tancc (pS cm)., ammomum ~~~1rt;.:~rc-;d,:, u:,:_:1~~c::- • 
(NII,'>. ammonia(NH,) and diuohcdOX)gm. unusual!) hiah ammonia 000..'ffllnllion on lhc: s-e da) Ammonium. ammonia and di.ssol1~0.•9gm This could indicate tha! the ltte his fflOtt otJa,11; -.-..r concUllrations an, important in as.scuinJ:lftaquatlC C'Ol'lllfflll'lll!OftS. 
arHS abiht) 10 suppon .,;iu.tie life Ammooium IS Data fOI' other sites ,,ere fa,rl) 11mibr fOf bodt. rclati1el) twmlcss IO aquatic otaanisms; howc,cr, 
1111111onium and 1n1moni1. f i&ure J shows that ammonia is toxic, "hm 011 Octulte COl!Cffltralions arc 
29 lhat l'Rl'L and FAU 2 hlkl the h'&h<'$t concaill'lbOnlof 
::::;:~:~ni:;:~:cs::~:~~1c 
sufficic-n11) high. The sub$tam:c: can build up in 
00. On the third di) thcw11cr11 PRPI "..s fast<'ffkw,UIC Ofi&nism tis.sue llRd lead to death. Ammonia in 
Ihm, h haJ bttn lhe ptt\ ious l .s.rnplc di)"1 atuibutlftl IO 
the increase ln DO. /+.II Siles did not fall bt\ov. EPA 
Standards, but KA carat dose on the s«"ond ~. Specifk: D1nohedo.,1gm (DO) is tsSmllll to plant .,d cooductlnC'C (Figure •O Sffmcd to noc dc,iltc mud! aquatic li1c. A Wile'!' S).){Cftl is slrt$$Cd .. Mn DC) 
bc1v.ecn 
~~5~~:~~~~~h)~IC 





•fl) d1s1tnaubhcd 11'1('rc1K" in spi:-cir,.: 
coodoc~. This coulJ be caused b) the proxunn) '°* 
Nutter Cent<'f put.in& loo und road run off 
Fi'cuff J D1»ol~ed O~)'iffl concmtratJOn 
(mg!L) II stream SIICS by sample day 
Methods Cbrk Jarnagin posq: at 
The sampling probe utiliud ,11111 YC'llo11 Springs FABI w-ilhYSI lnstniments (YSI) Pro Plws Multimeler. The instrumcnt is 
comprised of~,era/ electrochemical probes, capable of 
collec1ina mulliple sample readinp simultaneous!) . These 
probes rccordfieldda1ainmVandthcnron\mlhc 
informatmn to the desi~ units. Arnrnonrwn concenllations Conduslon 
"ere colleclcd through lhc YSls Ion Sc~ti\~ Ek-ctnxk.and WnghlStllCStrcam,are 
in combinalion "ith lhcpll smsot(aGlass C0111birwion suff,.:1cnt.ly hcahh) to 
Ekctrode) the ammonia conc-cntratioru "Ctt also determined 5lffO'trWIIDd~ 
DO concentrations "ett collected "•th the YS!s Polarographk anunal ltfe (deer, frop 
~nSOf. Specific Condluctance d111 "as cotlce1ed "ith the us of squ1mls. ecn. but tilt 
a Four Electrode Cell . NCPO ate IS not healthy 
The YSI Pro Plus Multimeter l'robr was calibrated through Citatlo■ eftOU&hlosuppor,hfeu 
the use ofsiandard stock solutions and Standard Opcnliq lhownb)'tbe!Kkof 
:!::~\:~~P~7iS:!~~=::~:~ 
Procedure (SOP) 13.1. SOP ll. l coniains lhc procedure ISl")!lt',J.fl001,April2l)lO . Surfac-c~11c,n,Amll!Qll111111i11'ot IDUIM.lact1V1I)' 
Am~ Pan t . RHrie-.~ &om Flp~ 4 Spec1fk concb.ctance (Jl,Slcm) • 
haps· ,ros,s.t,lffll.ion.iuuottnl\L~ropncv. .. ';!003114~ .... - Slre.m 511':I by IUlll)le day ~~samplina ~--nol..-.vnonia-p■n-l 
and dala collection. Do"n Slttam 1i1es, such as FAB I. "rn.­
sampled prior 10 upstream s11e 10 ensure undisturbed "•ter and 2 lndlCIIOn 0.MoOhodO\)iffl. (2016, AU,Ull 16) Retnt,od from 
mOfCaccur11tcdata https ._. .. ,rn ffi',111()\ ""1ion■l-aquatiC•ttsoura--1une)$.lndK:"°'1;• 
dissol,"N,o,>atn 
3 YSJ l'rofo,oional Plus. UKr ManuaL2009 
4 EPA QA 0-6 Owd,n,.,t fo, Prq,.ving s~ ()rmluli Procedlftl, 
U1111N ~wnrn,ironmfflla] !'rol,:,,;1.1onAaa1Q. tP,\'600'8-071)01. 
AprilW01 
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